Club Funding Drought Ends

SG OKAYS NEW LAWS

By Sharon Marek

A nearly 3-month dry spell for funding of FTU clubs and organizations ended last week when the Student Government Association passed two "milestone" pieces of legislation.

The first, Student Senate Bill 5-5-S, will put $3,000 in a "Student Organization Development Fund Account." This money, according to SG President Steve Adamick, can be obtained quickly and easily by clubs who need office supplies or have other simple operational expenses.

The second bill reserves $12,000 to be used for "inter-university programming." "This bill," said Adamick, "is intended to ensure that large sums of money will be spent only on projects that will affect or involve large numbers of students on campus."

SG's past record of spending for club programs, Adamick explained, "we have constantly made the mistake of expanding large amounts of money on projects that were for only a select group of people in a very small group. Huge capital outlay expenditures during the last year at the MAX Club, Voodoo, the Village Players theatre group and the FTU Broadcast Club are prime examples of this." The old legislation, Statute 3-69, called for the same process of approval and allocation of funds for club programs as well as the referendum process. Adamick said. "Under the old system, SG needed for small amounts of operating funds tied up often for reasons such as they had to go through the same complicated process of approval and allocation as the large outlays for programs or equipment."

We have done away with this old system with probably the fairest pieces of legislation ever.ADAMICK

The new legislation, Statute 3-694, called for the referendum process of operation and programs funding into one manageable process, the SG president said.

"Under the old system," Adamick said, "club requests for small amounts of operating funds were often tied up for reasons such as they had to go through the same complicated process of approval and allocation as the large outlays for programs or equipment."

SG has done away with this old system, with probably the fairest pieces of legislation ever written, five times speedier and the perfect compromise between no funding and funding to the limit." Club funding, by no means a new issue at FTU, first came under scrutiny earlier this year when former SG President Frank Soxby, in an effort to stem the tide of uncontrolled SG spending, outlined a program that never passed the planning stages.

Santry originally sought to force clubs to seek matching funds from any of the associated departments for any funding granted by SG. This proposal met with such opposition Santry dropped it in favor of a program which required clubs, organizations or individuals to devise campuswide projects which would be funded on a quarterly basis.

Each club or group would have to compete with others for a limited amount of funds. Only two or three major programs a quarter would receive SG aid. The new funding system was passed through the senate, but in an anticlimactic fashion for some new legislation, Adamick called it "a victory in June and told clubs it would not be necessary to submit early budget requests to the old system.

"This is mandatory that we control our spending," Adamick explained. "SG may take care of large capital outlay requests by purchasing equipment from its own budget."

STEV E ADAMICK

Leaders Requirements Set

Three requirements have been recommended for student leadership or responsibility in any campus student government group, organization, publication or campus activity, according to Dr. W. Ron Brown, vice president for Student Affairs. These requirements were recommended by the Student Eligibility Committee, comprised of the Student Organization Coordinator Jimmie Ferrer, Assistant to the Dean of Housing T. K. Webster, and Assistant to Student Development Lynda Leta. The process was done during four weeks, which was a matter of record ..."

The recommendation continues, "If a student does not meet eligibility requirements and believes his eligibility is caused by circumstances beyond his control, he may submit a written appeal to the Student Eligibility Committee, to hear and rule on any appeal."

The Office of Academic Affairs has concurred with the recommendation, and the change is effective immediately. Brown also said that no student representative will be added to the membership of the committee.

Other changes in student rights...
**Fear of Truth Hurts**

Are administrators on campus afraid of the truth? It would seem to us that certain sources in the administration are virtually paranoid about the damage the truth can cause.

The FuTUrE, by most standards, is a conservative paper with no particular bones to pick. The staff endeavors to work amicably with everyone on campus and bring the news accurately, quickly and honestly to the university community. Yet there are several offices on campus which treat FuTUrE reporters as if they were from the Berkeley Barb, out to screw everyone in sight.

FOR WELL over a week FuTUrE reporters worked through channels to obtain an architect's rendering of the New Humanities and Fine Arts Building already under construction. Every source proved to be a deadend. All officers contacted on campus denied that any such rendering existed. Even the late abortion was available for publication. Consequently, on Sept. 29, the FuTUrE carried a story stating there was no rendering and an editorial cartoon illustrating what might happen if no one knew what the building would look like.

The story was founded partially in amazement. No architect worth his name would propose a building without a rendering, approved by several sources before the entire plan is completed. The FuTUrE knows full well that a sketch existed, yet several offices on campus, including the Office of University Planning, insisted that none existed.

On Sept. 24, five full days before the FuTUrE released the story, the Daytona Beach News-Journal printed the architect's rendering of the Humanities and Fine Arts Building of FTU. The day after that sketch appeared in the News-Journal the administration reaffirmed its story that the sketch did not exist. (At that time the FuTUrE staff was not aware that the News-Journal had printed the sketch.)

Everyone must feel we are pretty slow if we expect to believe that the News-Journal had a picture of the building before the president of the university or the campus planner did, yet that was the story. The FuTUrE was not able, in fact, to get hold of the sketch until last week, two weeks after the News-Journal's article.

**THIS IS NOT THE FIRST TIME** each unnecessary withholding of information has been a source of irritation to this staff. Less than two years ago a FuTUrE photographer discovered a pool of blood in the Security office for one evening. The next day, when a reporter tried to find out some information, the blood's existence was denied. By the second day, rumors were rampant on campus that the back parking lots were running rampant on campus. Still the FuTUrE was able to find out nothing.

At that time it was said that no one was stabbed but reiterated that the photographer had seen something that might be a bloodstain. The rumors grew, yet no one was afraid to study the matter. The FuTUrE, even by this time, was running rampant on campus.

The story was founded to inform the campus that the administration was not being helpful. It seemed only fitting that someone should try to commit suicide and have been taken to the Security office for assistance.

The Rumors were then quickly squelched by the truth. The truth of terror for those who had late classes were over, and had been unnecessary. Had the FuTUrE been provided with the truth in the first place instead of covering something so unpleasant, the rumors could have been delicately handled so no names or descriptions were used. The university would have known what had happened, without having spent almost a month in a panic. The student body is not to the FuTUrE.

Truth is the greatest single weapon against rumors and lies. If campus officials could realize that the goal of the FuTUrE is to disseminate rapid, accurate, unbiased information, perhaps we could all work together for the good of the campus, instead of against each other for the same purpose.

The readers of the FuTUrE have a right to know what goes on within the confines of this campus. To try to hide information is an insult to the intelligence of the people who make up this community. Most offices already recognizes this and cooperate wonderfully with the FuTUrE. Many go out of their way to be helpful. It is those few who can make life miserable, those few who think the university community is not mature enough to make its own decisions and reach its own conclusions.

Poetically Yours

Oh, why can't I get my name changed?
No one heard a word of what I've said.
All it would take is time to be rearranged,
and just add some letters to the Masthead.

I ask you, is my talk useless?
Do it come far to ear?
If the editors are in Communication,
why the hell can't they hear?

It's not that I don't like my name.
It's not that Williams makes me ill.
But, next to Wille, one thing I can't stand is
the gosh-dam name of Will.

Oh, please do me one little favor.
Do just one thing that I hid.
Changing my name to William J will save,
(and the paper will look better if you did).

Poetically Yours
William Lee Hidden

---

The FuTUrE is the weekly newspaper of Florida Technological University at Orlando, Florida. The FuTUrE is published by President Charles N. Millican and written and edited by and for members of the university community.

The editorial opinions expressed are those of the staff and not necessarily those of the administration.

The FuTUrE reserves the right to refuse to print any letters which are not submitted in writing and must bear the full name and address of the person submitting them. Names will be withheld upon request.

Address all letters to: Editor, The FuTUrE, P.O. Box 25,000, Orlando, Florida 32816.

Phone: 275-2698.

Entered as third class matter at the Post Office at Orlando, Florida.
**Construction of a Building**

By Wilma Korb

Like Michelangelo carefully planning the carving of his majestic David, or Beethoven skilfully molding musical notes into his masterpiece, the students of the Student National Education Association have been working on the project of building a new building for their institution. The foundation and site work was to have been started last spring, but due to construction problems, it had to be postponed.

At present, according to Fred Satterfield, the building committee, the work is about halfway completed. The first floor of the building will be a one-story building, while the second floor will be two levels high. The building is expected to be completed by the end of the fall semester. The cost of the building is estimated to be $2.5 million.

Clayton said the complex should be completed "by fall of 1973 if funds are available." He added that the University of Illinois, which has already released any information to the press about the building, will be the first to receive the new facility.

V. A. Checks Late, Benefits Increased

The reason for the delay in receipt by PTU veterans of their discharge papers, is the difficulty in budgeting, in the same year. This delay is caused by the fact that the VA is not able to provide all the necessary information to the PTU veterans at one time. The discharge papers are mailed to the VA for processing, and then mailed to the VA offices for distribution.

According to News-Journal Business Editor John S. Boon, a Daytona Beach veteran, the discharge papers, are being requested to be sent to the VA offices for the College of Humanities and Fine Arts Building. On September 24, it was reported to the News-Journal that there was no information from the VA about the delay in receiving the discharge papers.

Bill Develin, director of Public Information, said that the delay is due to the necessity of certifying veterans. Develin said that the delay is caused by the necessity of certifying veterans, and that the VA is not able to provide all the necessary information to the PTU veterans at one time.

Mike Galch, secretary to the veterans, said that the delay is caused by the necessity of certifying veterans. Galch said that the delay is caused by the necessity of certifying veterans, and that the VA is not able to provide all the necessary information to the PTU veterans at one time.

Current, veterans receive $175 per month, while non-veterans receive $230 per month. This amount is increased by $100 per month for each additional dependent. The increase would boost these figures, respectively, to $220, $260, and $288. As of Tuesday, this bill was awaiting President Nixon's signature.

Campus Glances

**Swimming**

The extramural office is now try to find out how much interest there is on campus for an extramural team. All persons interested are asked to contact the office in Room 103 of the Student Union.

**Campus Directory To Be Released**

The University of Illinois is planning to release a directory for release this week. The directory is a joint production produced by several campus departments. Leslie M. Gess, purchasing department, and James T. Simmons, personnel department, are joint coordinators of the project.

Names and pertinent information have been obtained from student records, faculty, housing and personnel offices.
VOTE
S.G. SENATE ELECTIONS

Thursday, Oct. 19 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Friday, Oct. 29 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

AT THE KIOSK

Pick up your FREE Student Gift pack after you vote!!!
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LAKE CLAIRE FACILITIES
NOW AVAILABLE FOR GROUP ACTIVITIES

FILE REQUEST
3 DAYS IN ADVANCE AT NEW STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICES VC 205

INFORMATION AND BOOKS
AVAILABLE AT S.G. OFFICE, VC ROOM 205 BETWEEN 9 AND 3, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

I did it! I did it!

I saved $30.00 this week!
With "FAMILY TREASURE BOOK"
Student Government Subsidized Program
Pick up your "FTB" ONLY $1.00

"100 Participating Merchants"
Library, VC Exhibits
Intrigue, Pose Questions

A browse through the exhibits in the Library lobby would be well worth the time, and would prove to be enlightening. Since last week's review on Chavda's prints and Wellman's photos, the pottery of Stephen Arpono, the third member of the art faculty trio, has been added to the displays.

The work in blue makes a delicate contrast to the warm, earth shades of the other pieces, and it is fun to pause briefly in the lobby to compare the shapes of the pitchers and covered vases.

One should take time, too, for the book of comments on the glass-topped table. There are the inevitable ones: "I loved it." "Fun out!" and "Right on." Still other quips were sarcastic or obscene: "Any kind of talent and energy deserves a sort of display more often. This is an inevitable one: "I loved it." "Fun out!" and "Right on." Still other quips were sarcastic or obscene: "Any kind of talent and energy deserves a sort of display more often. This is an early study in pseudo-symbolism is nice. Very safe," "Chummy!" and some came to praise, saying, "Let's have this sort of display more often. This kind of talent and energy deserves more exposure."

Charles Wellman, the photographer contributing to the exhibit, said he was skeptical of the comment book's value. "I feel that the nature of the comments would tend toward graffiti, which would color even the praise which might appear on the same page. I feel that a book in the lobby is an inappropriate place for a serious evaluation of the art work."

Perhaps he is right, but the book of comments does add interest, if not enlightenment, to the exhibit of the works of Jepson, Wellman and Chavda now in the Library lobby.

The art department at Valencia Community College is soliciting artists from a 12-county Central Florida area to enter their drawings in the school's upcoming drawing exhibition to be held November 5-30.

According to Mrs. Quentin Throm, head of Valencia's art department, John Gordon, director of the society of four arts in Palm Beach, will be the judge for the exhibition.

Three purchase awards of $250 each will go to artists whose works are selected by Gordon for addition to the college's art collection. Entries from the counties of Orange, Osceola, Brevard, Seminole, Polk, Lake, Sumter, Pasco, Hillsborough, Pinellas, Hernando and Indian River are eligible.

Each artist may submit a maximum of two drawings for acceptance which may be hand-delivered or mailed to the college no later than October 19. All entries will be judged by Gordon October 20, and notices will be mailed to the entrants stating acceptance or rejection.

Charity Bike-A-Thon
Set For Orlandoans

A new twist is being used on the walk-a-thon idea in a fund-raising drive for cystic fibrosis. A bike-a-thon has been planned for November 1 at 8:30 a.m. All it will take is some pledges and a biker to pedal 22 miles to aid cystic fibrosis research.

The Cystic Fibrosis Research Foundation needs money to combat this disease which takes the lives of many young children, most of whom never live to age 15.

The bike-a-thon is being run by Gary Miller and Mrs. Francis Johnson. "The bike-a-thon was originally my husband's idea," Mrs. Johnson said. "He teaches at Valencia Junior College. We were able to get Gary Miller to help us."

In St. Petersburg recently, another bike-a-thon collected close to $13,000 for cystic fibrosis. We would like to see Orlando come close to that."

The bike-a-thon starts in downtown Orlando at the Exposition Park across from the city auditorium.

JFK Memorial Collins
as John F. Kennedy
Oct. 30-30:00
V.C. Assembly Room
Tickets $1.20

THE VILLAGE CENTER OF F.T.U.

"YOU'RE A GOOD MAN,
CHARLIE BROWN"

October 26, 27, 28 and November 3, 4
V.C. Assembly Room 8:30 p.m.
Tickets Available Now! In the V.C.

Students Free General Admission

#1.50
Pace Too Slow
In ‘Fat City’

By Fran Elliott

John Huston has directed some of his best films in his time, but “Fat City” is not one of them. It is a study of the pitiful situation of the men who lead the short-lived career in the ring. The Northgate Triple Theatre plans to house this movie for a brief run.
The story (what there is of it) and clear - “Help Me Make It Through the Night,” - a sad but true comment on the lives of those who believe they can find some value and worth in the fight game and never quite realize it is an unreachable goal.

Campus Glances
Bazaar Americana
Visit the FTU Women’s Club Bazaar Americana today at the Madison Civic Center from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Art Auction, Crafts Sale
Planned by VC
An Art and Crafts sale and auction is being sponsored again by the Village Center, and before, it will be an opportunity for PTU persons to sell their handiwork to other PTU persons.

Artists who intend to enter their wares must contact the VC office no later than Monday, Nov. 6. Sales will begin Wednesday, Nov. 8, and last until Friday, Nov. 10. The proceeds of the sale will be given to the VC.

This is the third art sale and auction sponsored by VC, which takes no commission from the artists. VC may include an art demonstration this year.

BILLIE ROPER’S DRIVE INN

Just North of Traffic light in Oviedo across from Western Auto.

PHONE ORDERS -- 365-5881

CHICKEN -- SHRIMP
BAR-B-Q -- FISH -- HAMBURGER
THICK SHAKE -- FROZEN CUSTARD

ZACHARIAH

THE FIRST ELECTRIC WESTERN!

ZACHARIAH -- OCT. 20, 21
8:30 PM -- VC Assembly Room

TONITE TOMORROW NITE
8:30 PM
V.C. FIELD DANCE ROOM

VILLAGE CENTER PROGRAMS FOR YOU!

ALBERT BROOKS
11 AM -- NOV. 7
VC Assembly Room

CHARLIE BROWN -- OCT. 26, 27, 28
NOV. 3, 4
8:30 PM -- VC Assembly Room

JFK
OCTOBER 30

SUPPORT FUTURE ADVERTISERS...

THEY SUPPORT YOU!

PART-TIME WORKING PART-TIME WITH

CONSIDER THE ADVANTAGES OF
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

• CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
• STEADY EMPLOYMENT
• 5 DAY WORK WEEK (MON.-FRI.)
• $3.32 PER HOUR TO START
• $3.47 PER HOUR AFTER 30 WORK DAYS
• $3.57 PER HOUR AFTER 60 WORK DAYS
• PAID VACATIONS AND HOLIDAYS
• WORK WITH FELLOW STUDENTS

As an equal opportunity employer, United Parcel Service is looking for ambitious students to load, unload and sort small parcels. The hours of employment are:

FROM 12 NOON TO 3:30 P.M.
Apply In Person At:
6127 AMO AVE. ORLANDO 32209
Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
Between the hours of 10:30 am to 4:30 pm.

Bring proof of student status and if veteran bring Service Form DD214.

CHECK IT OUT.....

FuTUrE ADVERTISING NEEDS ONE STUDENT FOR PART TIME WORK: PICK YOUR OWN HOURS, PUT CASH IN POCKET.

LR 215 or Call 275 - 2606
By Randy Harrison

The air temperature outside the campus police car was 92 degrees in the shade. The sun had been high for weeks, and the high school baseball team was playing a make-up game on the last day of the season. The third baseman on the team, Russell Martin, was expected to make the first base throw to put out the batter. As he caught the ball, he noticed a car with its lights on, parked on the track behind the school. Russell approached the car cautiously, prepared to confront the driver. He was not surprised to see a police officer sitting in the car, but he was surprised to see the officer wearing a badge and carrying a gun.

The officer explained that he had been watching the area for several weeks and had received a call about a possible threat to the school. He had decided to check on the situation himself.

Russell was impressed by the officer's professionalism and his willingness to protect the school. He introduced himself to the officer and asked if he needed any help. The officer thanked Russell for his assistance and asked if he could follow along on the radio.

As the officer pulled away, Russell noticed a group of students gathering on the track. He joined them and learned that the game had been delayed due to a report of a possible threat. The officer had arrived at the scene and had talked to the students, reassuring them that the school was safe.

Russell was relieved to hear that the threat had been investigated and found to be unfounded. He thanked the officer again for his help and went back to the school to continue his duties.

---

**Music Faculty Adds Chairman, 2 Others**

Amid the new faces on campus, music department chairmen's personal goals can be examined for the music department's needs and directions. The new faces on campus, including new chairman, Dr. Gale Sperry, and two other new appointments, mark an exciting future for the music commercial work, or work in an academic environment.

Sperry, who has been a professor and administrator for many years, is well suited for the task of leading the music department. He brings a wealth of experience and knowledge to the position, and his vision for the future of the music department is clear.

Sperry's leadership is expected to bring new energy and direction to the music department, and he is already planning for the upcoming academic year. With his new role, Sperry is looking forward to working with his faculty and staff to bring about positive change and growth in the department.

---

**Music Faculty Adds Chairman, 2 Others**

Sperry is determined to make the music department a leader in the field of music education, and he is already planning for the upcoming academic year. With his new role, Sperry is looking forward to working with his faculty and staff to bring about positive change and growth in the department.
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"You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown" will open Thursday evening in the Village Center Assembly Room under the direction of Dr. Ken Lawson. Two free tickets are available to all FTU students at the Village Center main desk.

The play will be performed at 8:30 P.M. on October 26, 27 and 28, and November 3 and 4. Poster announcing the performances will appear in downtown Orlando and Winter Park. Admissions for the general public is $1.50.

Two technical rehearsals are scheduled for early next week to perfect the lighting and orchestral effects of the production. The cast will have a dress rehearsal Wednesday night.

"I like to get things done ahead of time," Dr. Lawson said as he hammered the final nails into Schroeder's piano. "It's a good my father was a carpenter." Dr. Lawson had the piano and Snoopy's dog house constructed last Monday. Michael Johnston (Snoopy) has been working on his balance on top of the dog house that stands nearly as tall as he does.

"I'm a Doctor, In" booth and bench will be used by Lucy in the play. A treater-totter that doubles as a pitcher's mound is a part of the set, as well as Patty's chair and Charlie Brown's bench. Other props include Snoopy's warm blanket, his dog bone, his baseball glove for Snoopy's various hats, his dog dish, his pitcher's mound is part of the set, and his bowtie, my best friend, that dumb story, "You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown" by the New York touring company.

Mrs. Lyne is working in the billing department of Channel 9 WFTV. She will be a junior in the speech and theatre field at Kansas State University in June, having previously attended Southwest Missouri State College.

At Missouri Mrs. Lyne performed in "Blood Wedding," "Cabaret," "The Music Man," "Celebration," "The Apple Tree" and "ILM". Pianoforte. She was given the best hit part of the season award for "George Washington Slept Here" at the Orlando Civic Center. Mrs. Lyne is not certain of her future in theater in Orlando.

"You don't really do it for money," Mrs. Lyne said of her motivation in theatre. "You can get to know your own personality. It broadens your senses and makes you ready to adapt to any situation.

Mrs. Lyne said of the cast, "It really feels like I'm working with the kid next door who I think is a dingbat, my best friend, that dumb dog, my little brother and that piano player who won't pay attention to me."

Michael Beason is that piano player who, at one point in the play, "just can't stand it." He performed in Joseph Smith of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.


Michael Beason is that piano player who, at one point in the play, "just can't stand it." He performed in Joseph Smith of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.


"You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown," which will be presented Thursday night, take a breath in between scenes at a recent rehearsal. (Photo by Craig Powell)

FOR WRECK DAMAGE AND ALL TYPES OF PAINT WORK
See Fritz at

OVIEDO BODY & PAINT SHOP
365-3952.

I KNOW WILL WANT TO SEE
JOHN HARTFORD
NOVEMBER TWO - EIGHT P.M. - VILLAGE CENTER ASSEMBLY ROOM

IT'S CURTAIN TIME, CHARLIE BROWN!

In the set, and there is a back stage on both sides of the set. Five hundred seats will be up for the audience.

Dr. Lawson said other schools in the area may attend the play as they did last year for the "Fantasticks." "It depends on how much they want to see the play."

"This is a challenging role because my younger brother had a Lucy" image of me," Lucy Lyne said of her role in the play, "... the crumb is on the lawn of life."

She saw all three performances of "You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown" by the New York touring company.
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GREAT EXPECTATIONS
A Unique Boutique For Men & Women
140 W. Fairbanks
Winter Park

LINEAR SOUND. YOU HAVE TO SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT.
Students Give Views On Cafeteria

Since the new Village Center cafeteria opened it has not been attracting enough customers to pay expenses. It is feared that unless business picks up, food prices may have to be increased.

The Future recently polled various students around campus to find out if they have or have not eaten at the new cafeteria, and if not - why? The poll revealed that the reason most students are not eating there has little to do with the cafeteria's food quality. For the most part, students' schedules will not permit them time for a cafeteria meal, instead they eat a quick snack from a vending machine or at the snack bar. The poll also asked students' opinions of the new cafeteria, the quality of its food and their preference between it and the old cafeteria. Their opinions are as follows:

"I like it. It's a lot more comfortable than the old cafeteria." - Ron Tubb

"Yes, I think it's a lot better, both the food and the cafeteria. I'm afraid i (the old cafeteria) doesn't have a very good reputation, I haven't heard much on the new cafeteria yet." - Suzanne Rupp, freshman, general studies

"I haven't eaten at either cafeteria. I'm afraid if the old cafeteria doesn't have a very good reputation, I haven't heard much on the new cafeteria yet." - Paul Jenkins, junior, political science

"I haven't eaten there yet. I commute and I just grab a sandwich at the snack bar." - Yvonne Perrino, sophomore, education

"I work there but I haven't eaten there. I've seen the food and it looks presentable. It has never attached me yet, but having never eaten there I really can't say anything bad about it. I haven't heard any complaints." - Bob Beard, junior, general studies

"I really enjoy it. Of course there are times things aren't just like you would fix them at home but otherwise I really enjoy it. I eat there every day now whereas I used to eat in my lunch to the old cafeteria. I think it's a big improvement." - Charles Rupp, senior, psychology

"It's definitely an improvement over the old cafeteria. It's bigger - there's more room and there is a better choice of food." - Karen Riem, junior, secondary education

"I think the new cafeteria is fine but the ingredients in the food are terrible. It's typical institutional food. The atmosphere is better than the old cafeteria but the food is still the same." - Walter Carroll, junior, law enforcement.

"The food's not that much different, but I like the atmosphere much better than the old cafeteria. I liked the longer tables in the old one, but the new one is brighter." - Regina Murray, junior, math education.

(Cafeteria photos by Craig Powell)


Funding  
(Continued from Page 1)  

unallocated reserves.  

"For example," said Adamick, "if the Biology Club comes to us and wants to purchase cameras for an ecology project, we would consider purchasing the cameras ourselves and making them open to the student body for use, but perhaps give the Biology Club priority. This way we would not needlessly drain the programming account for a large outlay that would serve a limited interest group."

Looking to the future, Adamick outlined his intentions to even further improve the present system. "What I have in mind is taking one third of the $3,000 and giving it in block to the Faculty's office (director of student organizations). Ferrell and two appointed students would act as a committee which could pass judgment on and provide funding directly to clubs or groups under my administration. No formal senate action would be necessary. It would be the fastest possible way of providing operational funds, and I personally think it would be terrific."

According to Adamick, no funds will be granted under the new system until the newly elected senators take office next week.

Fraternity  
(Continued from Page 1)  

Cynthia Smith, president of Tri-Delta, and Diane Smith, president of Panhellenic and a member of Tri Delta, would not comment on the beliefs.

Recommendations will be sent to Dean of Men Paul R. McQuilken, who must sign them if they are to go into effect. Should he approve the recommendations, ATO will have 10 days to appeal to the Executive Board.

Student Rights  
(Continued from Page 1)  

and responsibilities concerning campus speakers. A four-page report by an ad hoc committee has suggested changes in speaker policy. Copies of the report have been distributed by Dr. Brown to the officers of Tri-Delta, the dean of women, Student Affairs, Student Government, the Futurre and several other campus offices.

According to Brown, the recommendations were developed to safeguard the rights of students to hear speakers under the First and Fourteenth Amendments of the Constitution. At the same time, the policy helps establish procedural limitations as developed through the courts. It also helps to stipulate those conditions under which guest lecturers and off-campus speakers may be invited by student groups to appear on the FTU campus. The guidelines and circumstances under which a speaker may be denied are also indicated.

Students and organizations are asked by Brown to read the new speaker policy. "Hopefully by utilizing this method we have formulated a university policy which is more acceptable to the campus as a whole."

Candidate  
(Continued from Page 1)  


"Point" Your Way To The Stars  

Ruth-Leen  
Custom Needlepoint  

P.O. Box 120, Deltona  

Ft. Lauderdale  
Insignia of Pegasus Needlepoint  
11" x 14" handpainted canvas, needle,  
100% Persian Yarn  

$19.95 (plus tax)  
Allow 2 weeks for delivery.

BRING YOUR BICYCLE PROBLEMS TO US!  
ALL REPAIRS AT REASONABLE RATES.  
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF LIGHTWEIGHT BICYCLES AND ACCESSORIES.

ASCE To Receive Charter  

The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) will present a campus membership charter to the FTU chapter of ASCE at a 6:30 p.m. banquet Tuesday in the Village Center south dining room. The banquet will be highlighted by the appearance of several guest speakers. Alex Seniukievich, regional director of the Central Region of the Florida Department of Pollution Control, will talk on the rules and regulations concerning water pollution in the state. Chuck Collins of a firm called Penetrix will speak on the improvements of source systems to meet those rules and regulations, and Thomas Sawyer, director of ASCE will speak on the value of student membership.

The high point of the evening's activities will be the presentation of the charter to the university by Larry Smith, president of the Florida Section of ASCE.

Dr. Martin Wanlistela, assistant professor of civil engineering, will be the club's advisor. Wanlistela commented, "There has been a lot of hard work and by the students to establish a nationally recognized organization at this university and the students involved deserves a lot of credit."
**Weekly Activity Calendar**

**TODAY**

**STUDENT GOVERNMENT:**
Elections for Senate, all day, Kline.

**PEGASUS:**
Senior pictures, all day, VC 211.

**"ZACHARIAH":**
Movie, 6:30 p.m., Village Center Assembly Room.

**SATURDAY, OCT. 21**

**PEGASUS:**
Senior pictures, all day, VC 211.

**"ZACHARIAH":**
Movie, 8:30 p.m., VCAR.

**SUNDAY, OCT. 22**

**PEGASUS:**
Senior pictures, all day, VC 211.

**KAPPA SIGMA:**
Meeting, 7:30 p.m., VC 214.

**MONDAY, OCT. 23**

**TRI-DELTA:**
**PEGASUS PILOTS:**
**PI KAPPA ALPHA:**
**PEGASUS:**
**LAMBDA CHI ALPHA:**
**LAMBDA:**
**TUESDAY, OCT 24**

**PegasU.S:**
Senior pictures, all day, VC 211.

**PEGASUS PILOTS:**
Meeting, 11 a.m., EN 418.

**FORUM:**
Dowsmore, VC Green, 11 a.m., Problems in Public Schools, sponsored by Phi Delta Pi.

**VOLKSWAGEN RIDES AGAIN**

**70 DELUXE BUG**
Coehi Bluel/White Leatherette, Empe Wheels, 4-Speed, R&H, SHARP!
$1695

**69 FLAT 850**
Spyder Roadster, Burnt Orange and Black, 4 Spd, R&H.
$2995

**69 AUTOMATIC BUG**
Targa White, Burgundy Leatherette, R&H, A/7, White Walls.
$1495

**70 MG MIDGET**
With Wire Wheels, R&H, 4 Spd., Radiial, Orange & Black.
$1995

**72 GHIA COUPE**
Yellow with GT Stripes, Automatic, R&H, Balancine, Warranty Immaculate.
$2495

**LOUIS VOLKSWAGEN**
4363 E. Colonial 277-7220
Best & Miles East of 436.

**BARNETT BANK FREE CHECKING**

**DOWNTOWN WINTER PARK**
**EAST ORLANDO**
**ALTAMONTE SPRINGS**
**WEST ORLANDO**

**CARTEER GOVERNMENT:**
Meeting, 11 a.m., Multi Purpose Room.

**KARATE:**
Meeting, 11:30 a.m., VC Assembly Room B.

**DELTA TAU DELTA:**
Meeting, 7 p.m., VC 200.

**THURSDAY, OCT 26**

**PegasU.S:**
Senior pictures, all day, VC 211.

**PEGASUS:**
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 213.

**CHESS CLUB:**
Meeting, 6:30 p.m., VC Card Room.

**YOGA:**
Meeting, 7 p.m., CB 119.

**MONDAY, OCT. 23**

**KARATE CLUB:**
Meeting, 5:30 p.m., VC Assembly Room B.

**LAMBDA CHI ALPHA:**
Meeting, 6:30 p.m., VCAR.

**FORUM:**
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 213.

**SOUTHERN CULTURAL AFFAIRS:**
Meeting, noon, VC 214.

**STUDENT GOVERNMENT:**
Meeting, 7 p.m., VC 214.

**NAVIGATORS:**
Meeting, 7 p.m., VC 214.

**"YOU'RE A GOOD MAN, CHARLIE BROWN":**
Musical, 8:30 p.m., VCAR.

**Ye Ole Future HORIZONSCOPE**

By John The Good, Resident Seer

**AQUARIUS:**
A list of futile things Aquarians to consider this week:
Try to fit in last year's bathing suit. Try to comb your hair to make it look like you're not losing it after all. Tied tightly to your sanity, it will leave you alone this weekend. You will not be able to fight as well as usual, however, as you will be strong on mushroom soup.

**LIBRA:**
May your lips dry up and crack, and curl away from your gums. May your teeth stick out in the process. A very strange place. I hate to think about it.

**SCORPIO:**
Train your chest hair to spell things for advertising firms.

**CAPRICORN:**
The little lady you kicked yesterday is looking for you. She has a huge black and blue mark on a most embarrassing part of her body.

**SCIENCE SEMINAR**

Mark S. Grody, southeast regional manager of the General Motors public relations staff will address the Science Seminar Thursday at 9 a.m. in the Engineering Auditorium.

**ALL ABOUT DIAMONDS**

Our Helpful "Blue Book"

Buying a diamond for the first time? Or even thinking about it in the next few months? Now is the time to stop in and get your first comprehensive information about these beautifully mysterious gems. We will be happy to show you a selection of qualities from our fine stock and explain the subtle points that establish the per carat price of every diamond. Also, pick up your free copy of the American Gem Society's helpful 36 page booklet on "Diamonds" which gives accurate information on grading and pricing. No obligation, of course. Stop in soon!

**Swaalstead Jewelers**
CNA Building
225 S. Orange Ave.
Free In-building Parking
Bank Americard & Master Charge Welcome
Four PTU coaches presented new players and schedules at the Oct. 12 Athletic's Press Luncheon and all voiced a recurrent theme— the need to take a big step toward national recognition.

Basketball coach Torchy Clark has scheduled national powers Jacksonville and Memphis State. Gerry Gergley's wrestlers will tackle Florida, Ohio State, Notre Dame, East Stroudsburg, Hany Cush, Greg Lane, runners-up to UCLA champs. Dr. Lex Rohter, now officially director of Athletics, says, "You probably haven't heard of them, but they're tough." He added Columbus, Delaware and Air Force. Dr. Lex Wood's tennis squad will participate in the new players and schedules at the Oct. 12 Athletic's Press Luncheon and all voiced a recurrent theme— the need to take a big step toward national recognition.

Basketball coach Torchy Clark has scheduled national powers Jacksonville and Memphis State. Gerry Gergley's wrestlers will tackle Florida, Ohio State, Notre Dame, East Stroudsburg, Hany Cush, Greg Lane, runners-up to UCLA champs. Dr. Lex Rohter, now officially director of Athletics, says, "You probably haven't heard of them, but they're tough." He added Columbus, Delaware and Air Force. Dr. Lex Wood's tennis squad will participate in the national recognition. Perhaps it's because PTU has scheduled such major college powers as Jacksonville and Memphis State. At any rate, Coach Torchy Clark has his work cut out for the 1972-1973 season.

Graduating seniors include Paul Smith, Bob Jones and Arnett Hall— PIU's first full year of North Carolina.
Blazing 1st Half Leads St. Leo Over Tech

After falling behind 4-0 after one half, the FTU soccer team played what Coach Jimmy Rudy said was “the best half of the year,” but finally succumbed to St. Leo, 5-0. In the first half, St. Leo put in four goals from outside 20 yards, three of which went off Alien Hult's.

Emery-Riddle. The match will get started at Sugar Mill Country Club in New Smyrna with the teams teeing off at 1:00 p.m. Any students interested in the golf club or team should contact coach Chris Bateman at 883-2087 after 7 p.m.

WAA

The women’s volleyball team travels to Jacksonville Saturday to play in a tournament with Jacksonville University, Stetson and Lake City. The tournament is being held in conjunction with the USVBA tournament. An unofficial state collegiate championship team will be decided.

November 3 Jacksonville University will host its annual state invitational college tournament. FTU will be sending a team which is coached by Miss Pam Burke, a graduate of FTU. Miss Burke has played tournament volleyball for four years, and last year was on the Florida team that went to the Bahamas. Prospects look good for FTU placing well in both tournaments.

ARCHERY

The archery team will travel to the Stetson Invitational Tournament Saturday in Deland. FTU is favored to take most of the honors and awards at this tournament. The archery team is led by seniors Donna Pickens and Lyvonne Harvey, and men, Sam Hayna, Mark Grunenbacher, Ed Logika and Jeff Morton.

AN UNIDENTIFIED St. Leo player kicks in one of his team's goals in St. Leo's 5-0 shutout over FTU in Dade City last Saturday. FTU’S BILL BALLEANCE (center) seems to be outmuscled.

Piva's Net Play Speaks For Him

Octavio Piva thinks his English is, as he puts it, “not so good.” However, after listening to him speak, you realize that he has nothing to be worried about. Admittedly he may pause while trying to decipher catch words and phrases like “get it together,” but in the long run, he can run off sentences almost as fast as he hits a tennis ball.

The 20-year-old freshman comes to FTU from Porto Alegre, Brazil, and he communicates well both on and off the tennis court. For him, communication can be a flurry of phrases or a string of crossword forehand shots. Either way, Piva gets his message across and he does it well.

Piva began his tennis career at the age of nine when his father, who was a weekend player, took him to a tennis club. This brief introduction with the game soon kindled a desire for competition and at 14, Piva started playing in junior tournaments.

In his senior year of high school, Piva became the best junior in Brazil; the Brazilian National Champion. He went on to represent his country in the Sunshine Cup, an international team tournament which is the junior equivalent of the Davis Cup. He also played in the Orange Bowl and another international event where he hit a tennis ball. Piva’s climb up the tennis ladder didn’t stop here. He began playing the Carribean Tennis Circuit in such resorts as Sun Juan, Puerto Rico, and Kingston, Jamaica. He laughingly recalls one match where he was scheduled to play Wimbleton champion Sam Smith. “I won by default over him in the first round,” he says.

According to Piva, tennis in Brazil is quite different than it is in the United States. “Tennis is not as popular in Brazil. A racquet costs too much,” he laughed. He says that tennis is played readily at private clubs and there are few public courts. Soccer is the big game there and is played by all classes, whereas tennis is restricted to the middle class.

One big change for Piva since he arrived at FTU has been the transition from clay courts to hard surface (concrete) courts. “On clay you have more time because the ball does not bounce as fast. You have to play with every stroke,” he says. He feels the best way to adapt to the hard surface is “to change your strategy, not your strokes. The way you play must be changed,” he adds.

Piva thinks tennis is the best sport going, because as he says, “it requires concentration, good reflexes, and you have to think fast.”

His spirit for the game shows when he says, “I hope all the people come out.” Come out to watch! “Oh, no! Come out to play and enjoy!”

Jim Rudy

had little chance of saving. PTU changed styles in the second half and had several good shots and goals which were wide. St. Leo outshot FTU 31-13. Hult had 14 saves for PTU. Defensive specialist Dennis Jensen, forward Dean Andreides and halfback Dave Smith outstandingly for FTU.

The archery team will travel to the Stetson Invitational Tournament Saturday in Deland. FTU is favored and he communicates well both on and off the tennis court. For him, communication can be a flurry of phrases or a string of crossword forehand shots. Either way, Piva gets his message across and he does it well.

Piva began his tennis career at the age of nine when his father, who was a weekend player, took him to a tennis club. This brief introduction with the game soon kindled a desire for competition and at 14, Piva started playing in junior tournaments.

In his senior year of high school, Piva became the best junior in Brazil; the Brazilian National Champion. He went on to represent his country in the Sunshine Cup, an international team tournament which is the junior equivalent of the Davis Cup. He also played in the Orange Bowl and another international event where he hit a tennis ball. Piva’s climb up the tennis ladder didn’t stop here. He began playing the Carribean Tennis Circuit in such resorts as Sun Juan, Puerto Rico, and Kingston, Jamaica. He laughingly recalls one match where he was scheduled to play Wimbleton champion Sam Smith. “I won by default over him in the first round,” he says.

According to Piva, tennis in Brazil is quite different than it is in the United States. “Tennis is not as popular in Brazil. A racquet costs too much,” he laughed. He says that tennis is played readily at private clubs and there are few public courts. Soccer is the big game there and is played by all classes, whereas tennis is restricted to the middle class.

One big change for Piva since he arrived at FTU has been the transition from clay courts to hard surface (concrete) courts. “On clay you have more time because the ball does not bounce as fast. You have to play with every stroke,” he says. He feels the best way to adapt to the hard surface is “to change your strategy, not your strokes. The way you play must be changed,” he adds.

Piva thinks tennis is the best sport going, because as he says, “it requires concentration, good reflexes, and you have to think fast.”

His spirit for the game shows when he says, “I hope all the people come out.” Come out to watch! “Oh, no! Come out to play and enjoy!”
**GRAND OPENING**

**IO BIG DAYS**
OCT. 11 THRU OCT. 21st
OPEN 8 to 8, 7 DAYS A WEEK

**FREE REFRESHMENTS**
**DOOR PRIZES**
SIMPLY REGISTER...
NO OBLIGATION —
NOTHING TO BUY!

You need not attend our drawing to win... children under 18 ineligible...

1st Prize Set of 4 Tires
2nd Prize 10 Speed Bicycle
3rd Prize 3 Speed Bicycle

**EXCLUSIVE**
in the Southeast
RENT-A-BAY AUTO SERVICE

DO-IT-YOURSELF
We'll Rent You A Bay And
Furnish The Parts At Low Prices

**GRAND OPENING SPECIAL**
1 HOUR RENT-A-BAY TIME FREE

YOU AND YOUR CAR ARE FULLY INSURED!

**FREE**
Portable Radio
Portable Radio with purchase of two or more Goodyear tires

**BIG POWER**
"SPITFIRE" BATTERY
'15.95

**FREE**
High Speed Wheel Balancing with all tire purchases

**SPECIAL**
ALL WEATHER IV
$12.95

**SPECIAL**
SIZE 560 X 15 tubeless blackwall plus $1.73,
Fed. Ex. Tax
NO TRADE NEEDED

**SPECIAL**
SIZE 520 X 13 tubeless blackwall plus $1.29
Fed. Ex. Tax
NO TRADE NEEDED

**MARATHON "83"**
$15.95

**RALLY GT - SUPER WIDE BOOTS**
$29.95

**SIZE 650 X 13 tubeless whitewall (blemish) plus $1.75 Fed. Ex. Tax**
NO TRADE NEEDED

**SIZE 560 X 15 tubeless blackwall plus $1.73, Fed. Ex. Tax**
NO TRADE NEEDED

**PORTABLE 3 WAY STO PAY AT F.T.U. AUTO PARTS**

**3 WAYS TO PAY AT F.T.U. AUTO PARTS**

**FREE**
STP "NEW SECRET FORMULA" OIL TREATMENT
Famous STP Oil Treatment Additive Only
59c Per Can
Limit 5 Cans Per Customer

**F.T.U. AUTO PARTS**
11815 E. COLONIAL DR.
PHONE 277-7420
A TO, Fac-Staff Pace IM Teams

By Fred Cay

Alpha Tau Omega and Faculty-Staff remained atop their respective divisions in men's intramural flag football, each with 5-0 marks through Tuesday's action.

A TO prepared for the big contest with back-to-back shutouts, a 59-0 drubbing of Sigma Sigma Chi and a 15-0 win over kappa Sigma Sigma, while Sigma Alpha Epsilon won impressively over Phi Chi, 27-0.

SAES Bobby Cooper threw for four scores – to Randy Harvey, Jerry Frey, Roger Goyer and Craig Rich, while quarterback Jim McIntyre, member of martial arts instructor at Okinawa.

The Faculty-Staff and students squad used another stiff defensive effort in downing God's Children, 15-0 John Davis threw for TD's to Rick Mills and John Zirkpatrick.

CDI, 4-1 and the Bombers, 5-1, both remained in contention for the independent crown with wins on Tuesday. The Bombers beat a stubborn Powell's People squad, 23-18, as Steve Jackson passed to Van Mitchell, Mike Thomas and Red Hollinger for six-pointers.

Powell's scores came on Joe McCoy-4-Rob Bennett and Bud Barbara and Ernie Baker hookups.

CDI's Pat McCarty fired to John Smith and Jack Staini for TD's and scored himself on a lateral after completing a pass on the game's last series.

Tri-Delta and Independents remain leaders in women's volleyball, 6-0 records. The Bombers are 4-1 while the Faculty-Staff is 4-2.

One of the new teams in this year's women's intramural schedule is an interesting bunch known as the Bookies.

Don't be misled by the name, though. These Bookies aren't the kind that set point spread on pro football games or anything of that nature. What they are is a group of 13 staff members from the FTU library, Library...books...get it?

Ranging in age from 18 to 45, the girls work harder at volleyball than other teams, yet seem to enjoy it more.

"We started practicing two weeks before play started," said Linda Gabriel, captain of the squad. "We still practice about 45 minutes before each game we play."

She then added, "I think we have more fun than the other teams, though." Her sentiments were quickly echoed by several team members.

"I enjoy it and I never played volleyball before in my life," and Rita Dana, who also happens to be one of two grandmothers on the team.

Linda, who played on one of the student teams last year, is the organizer of the team. She told Karen Lawrence of her idea and the two found enthusiastic response from 11 of their coworkers.

Thus, the team was formed, and it has been surprisingly successful thus far with a 4-1 record with three games to go. The girls also plan to enter other major sports in the intramural program.

Team members include Myrtta White (like Rita, a grandmother), Jane Hayo, Marcia Norman, Teresa Lacy and Barbara Rati. Also, Mary Alford, Lucille Lloyd, Bonnie Johnson, Debbie Askew and Cyd Radice.

Karate Club

Swings Again

The FTU Karate Club is in full swing again this quarter, with a strong nucleus of returning karateka. FTU student members are interested in the martial arts which are invited to any of the classes which are held three days a week-Mondays, 3:15-5 p.m.; Tuesdays, 12:15-2:30 p.m. and Thursdays, 11:30-2 p.m., in the Village Center Assembly Room.

The stated purpose of the club is to familiarize interested FTU students with various aspects of the martial arts while providing an opportunity to learn karate for its physical, aesthetic and self-defense characteristics.

The instructor is Bill Powers, a first degree blackbelt who achieved his black in Uechi-ryu karate while on Okinawa.

There is no charge to FTU students, and karateka from other styles are more than welcome to participate. If a student has ever had any desire to learn karate for self-defense or to get himself "in shape," this may be his best opportunity.

To obtain further information, students may contact Powers at 275-8326 or Gary Hall at 278-4763.

Lambda Chi alpha poured it on still winless Pi Kappa Alpha, 53-0. Savo D'Amato fired scoring passes to Randy Blankenship three times, Joe Deluca three times, and to Dave Nickich and Lewis Jones. In another action, Tau Epsilon Phi whipped SIX, 48-0 as Ed Welch tossed for three scores to Steve Tyler and one to Bob Brown, and ran for one himself.

The Faculty-Staff and students squad used another stiff defensive effort in downing God's Children, 15-0 John Davis threw for TD's to Rick Mills and John Zirkpatrick.

CDI, 4-1 and the Bombers, 5-1, both remained in contention for the independent crown with wins on Tuesday. The Bombers beat a stubborn Powell's People squad, 23-18, as Steve Jackson passed to Van Mitchell, Mike Thomas and Red Hollinger for six-pointers.

Powell's scores came on Joe McCoy-4-Rob Bennett and Bud Barbara and Ernie Baker hookups.

CDI's Pat McCarty fired to John Smith and Jack Staini for TD's and scored himself on a lateral after completing a pass on the game's last series.

Tri-Delta and Independents remain leaders in women's volleyball, 6-0 records. The Bombers are 4-1 while the Faculty-Staff is 4-2.

One of the new teams in this year's women's intramural schedule is an interesting bunch known as the Bookies.

Don't be misled by the name, though. These Bookies aren't the kind that set point spread on pro football games or anything of that nature. What they are is a group of 13 staff members from the FTU library, Library...books...get it?

Ranging in age from 18 to 45, the girls work harder at volleyball than other teams, yet seem to enjoy it more.

"We started practicing two weeks before play started," said Linda Gabriel, captain of the squad. "We still practice about 45 minutes before each game we play."

She then added, "I think we have more fun than the other teams, though." Her sentiments were quickly echoed by several team members.

"I enjoy it and I never played volleyball before in my life," and Rita Dana, who also happens to be one of two grandmothers on the team.

Linda, who played on one of the student teams last year, is the organizer of the team. She told Karen Lawrence of her idea and the two found enthusiastic response from 11 of their coworkers.

Thus, the team was formed, and it has been surprisingly successful thus far with a 4-1 record with three games to go. The girls also plan to enter other major sports in the intramural program.

Team members include Myrtta White (like Rita, a grandmother), Jane Hayo, Marcia Norman, Teresa Lacy and Barbara Rati. Also, Mary Alford, Lucille Lloyd, Bonnie Johnson, Debbie Askew and Cyd Radice.

Campus Glances

REFERENDA

Two major issues, pre-registration and the first in parking decals, are the subject of two referenda now appearing on the SSX petition.

Students are being asked to vote today before 4:30 p.m. Students may vote in any voting booth or in any designated place on campus.

Also being decided are 30 mortalional seeds. Election results will be carried in the FutUme next week.

In other games:

Air Force over Navy; Arizona State over Brigham Young; Texas Tech over Arkansas; Army over Rutgers; Georgia Tech over Alabama; Oklahoma State over Baylor; San Diego State over Bowling Green; UCLA over Georgia State; Wisconsin over Indiana; Miami (Fla.) over Boston; Georgia over Vanderbilt; Florida A&M over Tennessee State; East Carolina over North Carolina State.

Missouri; North Carolina over Kentucky; Alabama over Mississippi; North Carolina over Wolf, Nebraska; Kansas; Southern Cal over Washington; Virginia Tech over Idaho; Arkansas over Mississippi; Mississippi over Illinois; SMU over Rice; Wisconsin over Michigan State; Stanford over Oregon; Slippery Rock over Central (Conn.).

IFC to Sponsor Spirit Award

The "Spirit Award" is making a comeback. The Interfraternity Council (IFC) and FTU cheerleaders will be sponsoring the trophy which will be presented to the glee club to the group displaying the most participation, spirit and creativity during the upcoming basketball season.

Five to 10 faculty-staff members will be judging the active spirit shown at both home and in-state games.

Plans for the gym will be divided into sections and each section will be judged on its participation during the athletic contest. Banners and signs can be made.

Those interested in competing for the "Spirit Trophy" in basketball are asked to contact the IFC or FTU cheerleaders.

Brittle's South

"Just Arrived" for Fall 1,200 Pallor

Super Low Rise Jeans

In Assorted Styles and Colors

In Assorted Styles

In Assorted Colors

GUY'S & GAL'S

"Just Arrived" for Fall 1,200 Pallor

Super Low Rise Jeans

In Assorted Styles and Colors

In Assorted Styles

In Assorted Colors

10" H. Lynney...... "Winter Park, Florida 32709

Phone 848-1399

Zayre Center "Fur Park

COS. 307. W. Pine St., Palm Beach, Fla.
We Have the Largest Student Quarters Available Now!
No Waiting!

ALL BRAND NEW

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS

Directly Opposite Main Entrance FTU

PHONE (305) 273-2720
831-1222

1 Bedroom Furnished Apartment $90 A Month Each Person, Based On 2 Occupants Per Apartment

2 Bedroom Furnished Apartment $70 A Month Each Person, Based On 4 Occupants Per Apartment.

★ SWIMMING POOL (THE ONLY ONE IN THE AREA)
★ SPECIAL 12 MONTH PLAN
★ TRASH REMOVAL, SEWER & WATER INCLUDED
★ NO LEASES
★ ALL RENTS DUE IN ADVANCE ON THE 1st
★ COIN LAUNDRY & PAY PHONE ON PREMISES
★ CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR CONDITIONING

THESE APARTMENTS HAVE NO CONNECTIONS WITH ANY OTHER BUILDINGS IN THE AREA

FOR RENTALS TALK TO
W. M. LYNCH OWNER/MANAGER
MAIN OFFICE: 12017 SOLON DRIVE, ORLANDO, FLORIDA